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In school we are taught that the "scientific method" is a procedure for relating 
data, hypotheses, experiments, and theory. In practice "being scientific" on 
missions is an ongoing accomplishment in a world of shutes and ladders. The 
scientific method itself is adapted and improvised, as scientists work within the 
constraints of computer programming, spacecraft resources, and 
communication timings—while negotiating among themselves, preparing 
publications, and needing to keep the public informed about their progress.   
What can we learn about the nature of science by studying the Phoenix 
mission? How does working with a lander on Mars affect the scientific 
method? 
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In June of 2008, after operations had settled down to a passable routine, I 
spent 10 days in the Science Operations Center in Tucson, in the trenches 
where the team lived and worked.  The SOC was in a fine, refurbished 
warehouse-like structure on the outskirts of the University of Arizona.  Outside 
the temperature was often above 100 degrees, as records were set—the 
inverse of the lander’s frozen domain.  Inside, the team worked in air-
conditioning, yet oddly synchronized with their lander’s day on Mars (called a 
sol), reporting for work about 40 minutes later by Tucson’s reckoning. The 
photos show a graphic of the landing site in an area with water ice detected by 
Odyssey; the morning meeting between scientists and engineers to review 
incoming data and the plans; Peter Smith, the project PI, presents a sampling 
strategy to the team; and “white stuff” is detected in an early trench called 
Dodo-Goldilocks. 
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The Phoenix Lander: Stereoscopic imager, LIDAR (part of 
Meteorological Station), Wet Chemistry Lab, TEGA oven = Thermal & 
Evolved Gas Analyzer, Optical Microscope, and Robotic Arm (with 
Thermal & Electrical Conductivity Probe). 
RA delivers samples to the WCL, TEGA, & OM.  Has TECP, RASP, and 
camera mounted on it. 

MECA = Microscopy, Electrochemistry, and Conductivity Analyzer 
includes WCL 

MECA and the RA come from the canceled 2001 Mars Surveyor Lander 
mission, a twin of the Mars Polar Lander that crashed in the south polar 
region in 1999. 

Phoenix is twice the size of the Mar Exploration Rover and similar to the 
area of the Mars Science Laboratory. 
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Because our topic is “being scientific,” I thought we might start with a diagram 
to illustrate the Scientific Method as it’s taught in elementary school. I did a 
web search and  was happy to see that some diagrams attempted to reveal 
the real nature of the work…. 
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But if you do a search, you will easily find dozens if not hundreds of diagrams 
like the three shown here.  Just as I remembered from grammar school 45 
years ago, the “scientific method” is conventionally shown as a flowchart, a 
kind of procedure.  The graphics are always bold and colorful. 

Many diagrams show that scientists start with an observation. Others say 
scientists have a question or a hypothesis, and yet others mention a problem. 
One says “experiment” and none mention modeling. The relation of the 
observation to the question to the hypothesis is rather confused.   John Dewey 
would say that in an inquiry these aspects of our thinking—an uncertainty, 
observing, questioning, and manipulating—may be conceptually organized 
together in our thinking, as the possibility of a manipulation of the environment 
raises a tangible question that might be investigated.   

The third, circuit-feedback style better fits Dewey’s notion of inquiry, but still it’s 
difficult to map a complex practice into a chart.  I like the bottom part here:  If 
the conclusions don’t support your hypothesis, then don’t tell anyone. 
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Now I did find this one attempt to tell a fuller story.  It’s no longer a procedure, 
but now resembles more a map of ideas, flowing from the top, the bottom, and 
the sides into a theoretical understanding.  It also brings out the personal, 
subjective aspects of scientific work.  This diagram is much more complex 
partly because it shifts from describing science (procedurally) to describing the 
scientists themselves (as a bundle of motives, concerns, viewpoints, 
principles, and opinions).   To see how this relates to Phoenix, let’s consider 
what the scientists did and encountered during their daily operations on 
Mars… 
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Here is an overview of the issues I found when observing and studying the 
scientific process during the Phoenix mission. (Read slide.) 
The idealization of the scientific method into a simple diagram represents in a 
way how scientific work itself holds to an ideal form: It is principled, 
disciplined, and procedural.  Scientists continuously reflect on and evaluate 
their activity to be sure it adheres to the proper form – which is logical, 
technological, academic, and political.  Phoenix shows us very well the 
struggle in relating conflicting demands with limited resources. As they 
proceed, scientists must inquire about the propriety of the process and 
strategy they are following.  They consider both their disciplinary commitments 
to each other within the group, as well the visible, public portrayal of the work 
and its results.  In general, the scientific persona is logical, methodical, and 
skeptical. 
Telling a story about the ice requires orchestrating the available instruments 
and their slots to triangulate the data – temperature, pressure, spectra, 
chemical-molecular signals from TEGA oven, chemical-reactive tests in the 
wet chemistry lab (MECA).  This triangulation appears in a fair and reasoned 
sharing of available time and power, represented on the daily plan, as Mike 
Lemmon points in the first diagram.  Below is an annotated version of “the 
workspace” – where the scientists toiled for five months in the north polar 
region of Mars. 
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This chart was posted by the atmosphere science theme group (ASTG) to 
document their activities on sol 111.  It shows how on this mission, the 
scientists have adopted an engineering tool (used by engineers in the MER 
mission). The use of such diagrams in the science planning meetings shows 
that the representation expresses what they are doing —which is a mark of 
progress in designing such tools.  This “declarative” statement of Phoenix’s 
activities is later refined by the engineers and compiled into a computer 
program that is uploaded to control the Phoenix hardware.  Such plans are 
created two days in advance by the scientists, then refined by the engineers 
the day before actual operations. 

For Phoenix the scientific process requires planning (indeed, programming) a 
entire day of operations down to seconds of detail.  This planning occurs in 
multiple days in large and then small groups, with engineers and scientists 
relating interests, opportunities, and resources.   

(Reference: The Phoenix Science Interface (PSI) has been developed from 
the Constraint Editor and then the Scheduling and Planning Interface (SPIFe) 
by Alonso Vera, Mike McCurdy, et al. from NASA Ames.) 
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In choosing what instruments to use and where to get samples, the scientists 
must consider both TIME (urgency) and the METHOD (systematicity).  For 
example, in the interests of sampling in a disciplined way, some opportunities 
must be left behind.     

One day I arrived at the Science Operations Center and found people wearing 
signs pinned to their shirts and blouses. This is an ethnographer’s dream, to 
have people wearing signs showing what they are thinking! It was a dramatic 
time. A promising icy region had been discovered (Dodo-Goldilocks) and was 
being left behind.  The difference of opinion led to small group presentations, 
more articulated models of the terrain and sampling strategy, and a 
presentation by the PI in the End of Sol meeting (shown on the 2nd slide), with 
a plan laid out for the next 6 weeks.  Dodo-Goldilocks was believed to be a 
region between icy polygons; the original plan had called for sampling icy 
layers. Another area called Wonderland was believed to be more centrally 
located in a polygon, so it was decided to look for ice there instead. This 
decisive event shows how a small group may take initiative and how the team 
reconciles differences of opinion by reviewing the broader project plan and 
using the best available models of the workspace to guide their sampling 
decisions. 
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Was the Phoenix mission a success? Most people would say, “Yes, because we 
found subsurface ice.”  But the “mission success criteria” are not about discoveries 
and scientific conclusions, they are about using the tools to make these analyses. 
The first column of the Mission Success Criteria states our expectations or perhaps 
hopes of using all of the instruments to their available capacity (e.g., using all of the 
TEGA  ovens). The second column states “Full success,” which is about 2/3rd or 
3/4th of our hopes.  And the third column states “Minimum Success,” which chops 
half or 1/3rd again from “full.”). 
Strikingly, the criteria are all about getting certain types and numbers of samples 
delivered to and analyzed by the different instruments. No scientific objectives are 
mentioned!  The success criteria don’t even say that TEGA or MECA worked, just 
that they were used to analyze samples. But consider, what if the success criteria 
said, “Detect Water Ice”  If we failed to do that, would the mission be a failure? 
Certainly we can’t expect that Phoenix would “Find evidence of life” or even “Prove 
that life could have been supported here” because there are too many variables, let 
alone unknowns about the past.  But of course if we had done that, Phoenix would 
be a big success!  In short, a failed hypothesis is not the same as a failed mission. 
Nevertheless, the Mission Success Criteria might have said that certain hypotheses 
were successfully tested by gathering and analyzing relevant data. 
So ultimately what’s of interest here is that this scorecard was drawn up and used 
by the scientists to plot and plan their sampling – while they were mapping the 
physical workspace and trying to understand the past and present climatology.  The 
chart was of course also referred to by mission managers at JPL and Washington, 
as they tracked the progress – here translated to percentages of accomplishments.  
The scientific work has been quantified, first into chopped into named tasks and 
then by counts that put the work performed on a scale from 0 to 100. 
Satisfying the Mission Success Criteria and Investigating Mars must be done in 
parallel. 
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This slide shows how the need to continuously report results can affect 
priorities in gathering data and using the instruments.  Here is a graphic 
shown during a science meeting on June 20, 2008.  Someone outside the 
team had analyzed photographs of Dodo-Goldilocks, which were publicly 
available on the net, and shown that white pieces had disappeared, consistent 
with water ice sublimating.  The team didn’t know for sure that this was water 
ice, or even whether the particles had simply blown away, so they had not 
been ready to make a public announcement.  But with the spread of the 
information on the internet, NASA Headquarters and JPL felt it was necessary 
for the team to make an announcement. 
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This slide was presented in a science meeting on the same day that the ice 
announcement was made.  The slide shows how managing the public’s 
perception of progress can affect priorities in data gathering and instrument 
application.  In a later press conference in August, the scientists explained 
their methods very clearly, trying to make the public more aware of the need 
for patience and how curiosity must be tempered by a systematic and 
principled strategy.  

An essential question: Can a time-urgent, public, exploratory science be as 
methodical as laboratory science?  Should more opportunism be tolerated or 
is it better to have a firm policy and adhere to it?  In effect, being scientific 
favors being systematic rather than being opportunistic. Failure after being 
careful and thoughtful is valued more than success by jumping around to what 
appears the best idea each day. 

The scientists had at least two conflicts in deciding what to do with Dodo-
Goldilocks: 1) The academic sense of orderly work, and 2) The public sense of 
orderly work. 
Ironically, in the public domain specific results provide a sense of order, but in 
the academic domain, it matters more that you do your work properly and 
proceed carefully. But this is not the scientists’ only dilemma… 
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One reality in being scientific on this project is working with a blind robot.  Phoenix 
doesn’t have hand-eye coordination—it can’t control the arm’s movements by 
directly watching as the arm moves. Phoenix couldn’t see whether scraping 10 
times or 50 times put enough soil in the shovel. Phoenix couldn’t recover from 
hitting a rock or hard spot while shoveling (however tolerate force resistance could 
be changed to allow the arm to exert more pressure). Yet systems with such 
capabilities have been under development in the field called “artificial intelligence” 
for over 40 years.  Is university robotics since the 1970s impractical or is JPL’s 
model of a spacecraft “Engineer – in – the – loop” operations hopelessly 
obsolete?  What is the tradeoff in a more complex automated machine that might 
fail entirely, or a manual process that takes two or three days to do what a 
properly programmed robotic system could do in a few minutes? 

Certainly a more robotically complex system would be more prone to cost 
overruns.  But is it reasonable for such one-of-a-kind systems to be held to 
stringent budget predictions?  But if we allow overruns, could we manage a series 
of biannual missions?   So a design choice  that would be obvious to a computer 
scientist might be in fact be irresponsible from the perspective of a steady science 
program.  With its capped budget, Phoenix’s blind robot was required.  Put 
another way, the scientific tools being used on Phoenix were partly determined by 
a funding program extending over more than a decade, and this has a huge 
impact on the work needing to be performed during the mission.   
When we talk about human-robotic interaction, at least we should realize that one 
of the primary questions is “How can people help robots?”  Here it would have 
been easy for an astronaut to put spoonfuls of icy soil in the TEGA oven and 
press a green “start” button. 
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Part of daily planning is looking ahead, so what you do today is always 
informing decisions you need to make tomorrow.   Decisions are based on 
isolated questions, hypotheses, and sample data, but occur within a matrix of 
choices that is planned weeks in advance.   

Remarkably, these graphics show that as the scientists get more information 
about the workspace, their options for gathering useful samples might 
dramatically increase.  First, we see here the main choices for the next two 
days….the next day it’s become much more complicated… 
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Notice that the flowchart doesn’t say “was the hypothesis confirmed?” but 
rather refers to the sampling process: Did sprinkling on the optical microscope 
deliver “fine” materials?  After TEGA delivery, is there enough material to 
deliver to the WCL?   Also an engineering logistic appears: Do we have flash 
memory (for storing data)?    If not, we default to “remote sensing,” which we 
delay using the TEGA and WCL instruments.   

To state the moral again: The scientists spend most of their day focusing on 
the logic of sample gathering and instrument application, not the logic of 
martian climate or geologic or biopotential theories.  They focus their attention 
not so much how on how to best test a hypothesis — that was determined 
when the instruments were selected and designed — but how to best use the 
available tools within the time and resources available. 

All of their work is embedded in the scientific questions and hypotheses of 
course, but most of the work of fulfilling these interests is at the lower level of 
feeding the instruments. Every observation and analysis decision occurs 
within a complex web of other aspects of the inquiry, competing for time, 
power, memory, bandwidth, and use of the Robotic Arm for delivering 
samples. 
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Continuing on the theme of “managing contingencies on a timeline,” we find 
another planning matrix across instruments. Here a small set of default 
prepared plans allocate mission time to the instruments in a fair way.  The plan 
especially requires considering power and timing (e.g., preparing the WCL and 
TEGA the day before).  Plus of course there is a certain timing and coupling 
logic: the Robotic Arm is committed for two or more days delivering samples to 
a particular instrument, and accordingly the RA Camera (RAC) is used to track 
this sequence of getting and putting a soil sample. 
Loose schemas like this were in the originally planning for the mission, but 
daily plans were expected to be simple chains and compositions of them.  
Phoenix plans adhere to the same kind of logical patterns, but their assembly 
into daily uplinks is highly contingent on the sampling & analysis status. 
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What if the robotic arm (RA) just systematically placed the TECP 
(temperature/pressure probe), “rasped” the first white stuff, and so on.  What 
would be the difference in quality and quantity of data? Of comparisons across 
locations? Might the lander, operating automatically, be able to collect more 
data, which then could be organized and compared by the scientists?  The 
scientists’ efforts to make every decision carefully, weighing alternative 
locations and choices of instruments to apply, shows very clearly their 
dedication to being as systematic and deliberate as possible.  Thus, being 
scientific might imply much more orderliness than is required to get good data
—the point is that given the high cost and rare opportunity afforded by the 
mission, the scientists strive to be as organized and rational as the time and 
circumstances allow. 
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Let’s look at the work more broadly.  Here I’ve placed a graphic of the Phoenix 
lander and the workspace elevation map (colored to indicate relative height) 
on a view of the surrounding terrain, adjusting the graphic to be roughly to the 
same scale based on the size of the stones.   Notice how all of the painstaking 
decisions about sampling soil (and placing the temperature probe, etc.) are 
occurring in the region of a polygon that was randomly determined by the 
landing.  Compare all of the tedious decisions in the shared workspace to the 
pure circumstance of landing on this particular– RANDOM—polygon among 
tens of thousands within eyesight!  The data gathered is the combination of 
painstaking consideration within an immense field of chance.  The scientists 
must assume that this spot is typical. 
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Finally, in all this struggle and circumstance, what textbooks consider to be the 
“real” scientific work is actually occurring. Here the success criteria are quite 
different from simply counting how many times the scientists use the 
instruments: 
— Building a model of the terrain (profiling the icy polygon) 
—  Answering questions that arise during the mission: Are the blobs on the 
lander’s struts liquid water? What is it that looks wet in Dodo-Goldilocks? Why 
does soil clump and stick inside the shovel after scrapping? 
(Photo: Ray Arvidson during the debate about Dodo-Goldilocks, using a model 
of the terrain to explain the sampling strategy.) 
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So I’ve come to understand that “Being Scientific” on Phoenix occurs in two 
sphere of action – the method of inquiry proper (which is cognitive and 
technical) and social-political actions.  The methodological aspects are not 
simply relating questions, data, hypotheses, and experiments, but rather 
involve informed exploration, and so on, which I have listed here.  The quote is 
from a personal web site about the scientific method (http://web.mac.com/
theedonfamily/Site/Think_Critical.html).  I believe it could be related to each of 
the activities I have listed here (though that would require another 
presentation). 

On the top right you see that “the scientific method” also involves drawing a 
diagram, creating graphic visualizations, and making evidence beautiful. 

The last item, “Doing the story you want to tell or need to publish,” relates the 
scientific work to the outside world that financially and intellectually makes the 
project possible and awaits its results.  I elaborate on this aspect in the next 
few slides. 
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The second dimension of “Being Scientific” on the Phoenix project, besides the 
methods of inquiry, is social-political—the many realities of grounding the overall 
activity in the stakeholders outside the project that enables Phoenix to occur.  
These can be expressed a wide variety of constraints, many of which make the 
daily work and planning more difficult than the scientific investigation viewed 
narrowly might involve. These stakeholders include: NASA, universities, 
publishers, and the public.  The scientists must be responsive to their peers, 
program managers, publishers, and the public interest in a principled, coherent 
manner.  They must be “accountably” scientific, put simply, visibly doing the right 
thing. 
Here I have selected a photograph that begins to illustrate how accountability 
and visibility works. It’s all about framing the world. What in this photo attracts 
your eye?   The engineering lander in the background or the plasma screen 
rendition?  All science must point, frame, edit out, and package using the tools, 
time, people, money available.   Science helps us see the world by bringing it 
closer, segmenting and naming it, bringing out contrasts, and telling us how 
things fit together temporally and causally. 
At the same time, consider how scientific stories reveal our ideals, how we want 
the world to be, how we strive to make the world fit our ideals, and the inevitable 
conflicts and tradeoffs life brings to these endeavors.  Ultimately “being scientific” 
means creating a story in which the authors will largely recede into obscurity and 
their methods and results will be upheld as having integrity and value. The story 
is created through daily decisions and rover commands, which is part of a public 
record whose visibility is known to the scientists.  Thus they are aware they will 
be held accountable for the data they collected, which is qualified by the public 
record of their actions. 
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This notion of “accountability” comes from ethnomethodology, a branch of 
sociology dealing with people’s commonsense understanding of the structure 
and organization of society. A crucial idea is that we are constructing our own 
reality within society, knowledgeable about what methods are acceptable and 
how they will be evaluated.  As the scientists are working to construct an 
orderly image of Mars (profiling layers of soil and the atmosphere), their 
profiling itself must be orderly, for the methods are part of the accomplishment, 
and the meaning and value of the data will depend on where and how it was 
gathered.  A significant part of doing the work well is being accountable to the 
world outside the Phoenix team. As they are showing us what Mars looks like, 
they are also showing us what scientific inquiry looks like—what it means to 
be scientists on Mars. 
This idea, the social construction of reality coming from ethnomethodology, 
reminds me of this drawing by Escher: The scientists are creating an orderly 
image of the world, which includes themselves. 
It is not only the products of your work that are held accountable, but in effect, 
your capability and wisdom, realized in the circumstances in which you find 
yourselves. You are creating a scientific persona in your visible actions. In 
their targeting, allocating samples to instruments, prioritizing, “ground-truthing 
data,” analyzing data, and formalizing models the team is showing us what it 
means to be scientific.  For Phoenix, this scientific persona has a special 
character quite unlike laboratory work.  Characterizing the terrain where they 
find themselves on their random polygon, they struggle to relate instrument 
operations, with complex logistic problems, racing against time, and showing 
their results on the internet where anyone can see their progress. 
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It seems fitting to end with this  photograph, playfully annotated by a Phoenix 
team member.  In their reflective awareness, it appeared that the rocket’s 
plumes etched their mission image as Phoenix launched to Mars. Here we 
find again, artistically rendered, the image of the scientists’ ideals and their 
aspirations—Phoenix rising from the ashes and soaring into a martian future. 
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